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1 There is a story behind the chaos over the last 10 days since Trump’s 50 tweet

breakdown, explosive TV reaction, MAL entourage, 48 hr silence, to Barr's short

interpretation of Mueller's report. The obvious take: Trump's heard it was bad,

exploded & ordered Barr to �x it.

2 Mueller's report being made public while there are open investigations & potential indictments has

never made sense. Perps would be running for the hills & burning evidence. So why did Mueller "finish"?

Likely to move to Trump b4 he was named in indictments of co-conspirators.

3 Most likely Mueller white boarded this whole process & the report safely exists w/ different sections

secure in multiple US attorney's offices right now. 
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Replying to @TomJChicago
(5) Mueller's Whiteboard- simplified 
1 Investigate 
2 Learn all the facts w/ cooperation deals 
3 Hand off side cases to US Attys 
4 Keep indictments secret that name Trump- avoids pardons, 
preserves St go first option 
5 Hand off core cases to US Attys to preserve cases & end 
report

330 2:22 PM - Mar 24, 2019

86 people are talking about this

4 The counterintelligence investigation of Trump was not in Barr's summary. The gang of 8 will be

briefed on it by the FBI soon. Trump's actions AFTER the election are potentially far more damaging

than his acts as a candidate. He's under a microscope now. 
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THREAD 1 It’s a good bet that Trump & Kush’s biggest crimes 
will be post election espionage. The #1 thing Putin would insist 
on receiving would be the identities of US assets in Russia. What 
happened after the 16 election? 12+ Dead Russians. Who gave 
up their identities to Putin?

1,245 11:55 PM - Mar 1, 2019

799 people are talking about this

5 Where is the story going? Best guesses: 

 

1) Mueller exposed Putin's control of Trump- watch for the CI briefing. 

and/or 

2) Trump's dementia is now so obvious, there is a consensus to ease him out. This will eventually

happen- 100% 

 

Lesser charges offered. Nat security preserved
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